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FORWARD
We live in a globally interconnected world. Phenomena such as foreign trade
and investment, climate change and cross-national immigration compel towns,
cities, counties and regions across the United States and Virginia to respond in a
strategic manner. Passive reaction by local and regional governments to global
forces is no longer an option when addressing the issues of economic
development, social inclusion or resiliency.
For nearly two decades, the Northern Virginia Regional Commission (NVRC), a
regional council of governments representing 13 jurisdictions and 2.3 million
people in Northern Virginia, has responded uniquely to these global issues. By
systematically searching and applying policy and technical innovations from
pioneering metropolitan regions overseas, NVRC has advanced renewable
Laurie DiRocco,
energy, mobility, watershed restoration, “green” buildings and workforce training NVRC Chairman
to the benefit of communities in Northern Virginia.
It is an understatement to say that the economy and the environment of Northern Virginia have been
positively transformed through NVRC’s international work. Energy and climate mitigation plans, watershed
restoration strategies and the introduction of mobility improvement programs across Northern Virginia have
been informed and strengthened through NVRC’s partnerships and cooperation with cities and regions such as
Stuttgart, Copenhagen, Helsinki and Hamburg. Perhaps most relevant, NVRC’s singular focus on outcomes that
strengthen Northern Virginia has created an uncommon acceptance for international work at the local and
regional levels.
The core of NVRC’s international strategy consists:
•

Unilateral transfers of policy and technology innovations from overseas to Northern Virginia that result
in outcomes benefitting the economy, environment and communities of our region:

•

Selective prioritization of countries with whom NVRC works and adopts innovations (based on
economic interconnectedness such as foreign direct investment and trade):

•

Partnerships with Northern Virginia’s commercial, academic, scientific and civil society institutions
whose international programs converge with NVRC’s business model.

NVRC is proud of the role it plays as a national innovator of international partnerships at the local level. We
hope that this brochure gives you a sense of the scale and results of this special story.
Very Sincerely,
Laurie DiRocco
Chairman, Northern Virginia Regional Commission
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ORIGINS OF NVRC’S
EXCEPTIONAL
INTERNATIONAL STORY
The origins of NVRC’s international programs extend to 1999. At the
time, the rapid urban growth in Northern Virginia was often
accompanied by land-use patterns that degraded air and water
quality, fragmented the landscape and communities. The region’s
prized high-quality of life was being weakened. The non-sustainable
approaches to urbanization across the region also raised the costs of
maintaining water, energy and transportation infrastructure –
especially in older communities such as the City of Alexandria. The
union of these challenges – and others - moved NVRC’s leadership and
its members to start the search for innovative policy and technical
solutions to these challenges.
Comparisons between Northern Virginia and metropolitan regions
overseas regularly pointed to several regions in Europe as innovative
pioneers far ahead of Northern Virginia in policy arenas such as solar
energy, energy-efficient buildings, on-site stormwater management
and green infrastructure. NVRC’s pursuit for innovations from abroad
started in 1998 and evaluated multiple regional councils in Europe
with similar environmental, political and economic conditions. The
searches also built on historical and successful precedents, such as the
City of Alexandria’s adoption of Hamburg, Germany’s waterfront
revitalization plans in the 1980s and the Washington DC metro
system’s adoption of design and engineering standards from cities
such as Stockholm and Amsterdam.

Charles Beatley, Former Mayor,
Alexandria, Virginia

Elbphilharmonie Concert Hall, Hamburg
Germany
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THE NVRC
The Northern Virginia
Regional Commission
(NVRC) is a political entity of
the Commonwealth of
Virginia. It 25-member
board represents 13 local
governments from the
Northern Virginia suburbs of
Washington DC. With a
rich history spanning over 60
years, NVRC provides
information, performs
professional and technical
services to its members, and
serves as a critical
mechanism promoting
regional coordination.
NVRC’s broad portfolio of
programs and projects cover
the gamut of regional issues
from the provision of support
services to victims suffering
from HIV to comprehensive
energy and climate
mitigation planning at the
local and regional level.
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FIRST PARTNERSHIP: STUTTGART

Green Rooftops in Arlington County

Green Rooftops in Stuttgart, Germany

NVRC looked to the work of regional councils in
London, Copenhagen, Stuttgart, and Hannover.
After carefully reviewing the functions, structure,
programs and successes of these agencies, NVRC
elected to partner with the Verband Region
Stuttgart (VRS).
The choice to partner with the Stuttgart region was
based on that region’s relatively similar geographic
size, population, highly innovative regional
landscape plans (especially the focus on green
infrastructure and sophisticated climate protection
programs), diverse economy, and regionally
elected parliament.
The Stuttgart region also maintained a long-term
history of cooperation with the United States –
particularly through the presence of the former US
consulate, the large numbers of US military
families and troops stationed in and around the
region (including many who returned to live and
work in the Northern Virginia region), and the
presence of multiple US-based businesses. This
track record of cooperation and familiarity
between the Stuttgart region and the US
encouraged the NVRC to start an international
program that moved beyond events-based cultural

exchanges towards practical transfers and
adoptions of policy and technical innovations.
In 2000, NVRC and the Verband Region Stuttgart
drafted and approved a five-year agreement of
cooperation focused primarily on urban
environmental themes such as green
infrastructure, land-use, smart-growth and
watershed restoration. Renewed twice since
2000, the agreement between the two regions has
helped guide the exchange and application of
mutually beneficial environmental, economic
development lessons, governance and
infrastructure management. Between 2000 and
2008, NVRC and the VRS coordinated dozens of
individual and group peer-to-peer technical
exchanges between the regions.
The adoptions of innovations from Germany in
Northern Virginia have been substantial. A small
sample of the outcomes includes:
•

“Green” roofs in Arlington County that to
mitigate urban heat islands and
stormwater;
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Governor Kaine Launching the Transatlantic Climate Bridge

•
•

•

Real-time signage in the Washington DC
bus system;
Traffic-calming design and planning for
multiple transportation projects in Fairfax
County;
Revisions of Low Impact Development (LID)
stormwater management guidelines across
the Commonwealth of Virginia.

In 2008, inspired by the success of adopting lessons
from the Stuttgart region, NVRC expanded its
international programs with a special emphasis on
the themes of climate change. Together with the
U.S.-based National Association of Regional
Councils and its European counterpart (METREX),
NVRC convened officials and technical experts from
the 50 largest US and European regional councils to
explore long-term cooperation on climate
mitigation and adaptation (resiliency). For three
days, elected officials and technical staff from US
and European regional councils met to discuss and
develop an agreement of cross-national
cooperation. NVRC’s international programs now
formally expanded to include lesson learning from
the likes of cities such as Amsterdam, Berlin and
Copenhagen.
Concurrently, the world was awakening to two
dual realities concerning climate change: 1) The
limits and barriers of inconsistent US federal policy;
and 2) The vital need for metropolitan urban areas
around the world to work together strategically to

German, Canadian and US Officials at the 2013 Transatlantic
Urban Climate Dialogue, Alexandria, Virginia

mitigate greenhouse gas emissions and promote
resiliency in the face of the changes ahead.
In that vein, in 2008, the German Federal
Government invited NVRC board members and
staff to Berlin, Germany to assist with the launch of
the Transatlantic Climate Bridge – a program of
bilateral cooperation intended to promote
problem-focused and outcome-oriented exchanges
on climate innovations between Germany and the
US. Drawing on its capacity as a founding partner
of the Transatlantic Climate Bridge, NVRC
facilitated the development and signing of a
bilateral climate agreement between the
Commonwealth of Virginia and the German
Federal Ministry of Environment and later (2011)
on transportation.
In 2009, through the German Embassy and as a
partner of the Transatlantic Climate Bridge, NVRC
undertook the development and programming of
“Community Energy Plans” (CEPs). CEPs are longterm (30+ years) comprehensive energy and
mitigation plans that guide cities and regions
towards specific reductions of greenhouse gases
through large-scale applications of renewable
energy, energy efficiency (especially in buildings),
transportation enhancements, civic engagement,
economic development and education. The
planning instruments, philosophies and goals of
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Designs for "Room for the River" Netherlands

Designs for Four Mile Run Watershed Revitalization Plans

CEPS form the backbone of energy and climate
policies in Germany.
A kick-off workshop at the German Embassy in
March 2009, was quickly accompanied by funds
from the American Recovery and Investment Act to
develop Virginia’s first CEP in Loudoun County. In
2012, Arlington County became the second locality
in Virginia to develop and operationalize a CEP. It
is an understatement that the development and
implementation of each CEP was substantially
informed by the energy and climate work of cities
such as Stuttgart, Bottrop, Mannheim, Copenhagen
and other European cities.
From the start of each CEP to their current
implementation, NVRC has engaged in a
continuous exchange of information and best
practices exchanges with European cities, regions,
governments, universities, non-profits and
businesses. NVRC has helped execute or lead over
40 individual and group exchanges to European
cities (mostly Germany). From Purcellville to
Fairfax County, the region’s energy efficiency
programs, watershed restoration concepts, public
transit, “green” buildings and other programs have
been transformed. The success of these urban
sustainability adoptions has now extended to
workforce training and economic development.

GREEN INFRASTRUCTUR E
Northern Virginia has prioritized the restoration of
degraded watersheds, the improvement of water
infrastructure, protection of urban forests, open
spaces and the advancement of green
infrastructure. The transfer of green infrastructure
practices from Stuttgart to Northern Virginia was
among the earliest, most concrete and successful
examples of Northern Virginia’s cross-national
exchanges.
The Stuttgart region is a global pioneer in the
planning, protection and expansion of open spaces
and urban forests. For over 80 years, the City and
region have systemically preserved and expanded
surrounding parks, green spaces, forests and open
spaces. A key element of Stuttgart’s landscape and
climate planning has been the systemic collection,
analysis and display of multiple climate
phenomena that is tracked and modeled within a
“Stuttgart Climate Atlas”. The Climate Atlas has
enabled policies for the entire Stuttgart region to
craft large-scale mitigation plans for urban heat
islands or incentivize applications of low-impact
development for stormwater. An especially unique
feature of the landscape plans and Climate Atlas is
the creation of “Clean Air Corridors” through the
City and region. Clean Air Corridors consist of
specifically planned and protected greenscapes
linking the urban forests of the surrounding hills

www.novaregion.org
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Scharnhauser Park Eco-Village, Ostfildern, Germany

Designs for Moorefield Station "Scale Project"

with the urban center and used to facilitate cool air
inversions that diffuse air pollutants such as ozone
and PM.

•

For over 20 years, many parts of Stuttgart’s
landscape and climate work has informed work in
Northern Virginia such as:

•

•

•

Greenroof Initiatives. According to a 2012
survey by Green Roofs for Healthy Cities,
the metropolitan Washington DC region
has the largest concentration of green
rooftops in the Unites States. This is a
direct consequence of the NVRC-led
cooperation with Stuttgart.
Four Mile Run Restoration. The NVRC-led
technical exchanges with the Stuttgart
region substantially informed the
development and implementation of the
20-year, $250 million plan to restore the
Four Mile Run Watershed. The Four Mile
Run Restoration Plan is recognized as a
national model for its scale and ambitious
inclusion of low-impact stormwater
management practices. Particularly
significant is the design the Four Mile Run
Pedestrian Bridge and how the design was
informed by bridges in the Stuttgart and
Ruhr regions.

•

Conservation Corridors. The Northern
Virginia conservation corridor plan was
informed by landscape plans and designs
from Stuttgart.
Metropolitan Washington Climate Atlas.
NVRC has aided in the creation of an
applied-research effort towards the
development of a Metropolitan
Washington Climate atlas initiated through
George Mason University.
Solsmart. Through the National League of
Cities’ “SolSmart” program, NVRC aided
the cities of Alexandria, Fairfax and
Arlington County mitigate “soft”
administrative costs that regularly impede
deployment of solar PV systems and attain
“Bronze” status.

RESILIENCY
The Northern Virginia region’s critical
infrastructure is severely vulnerable to the threats
of climate stressors ranging from rising
temperatures and flooding to sea level rise. If left
unaddressed, these stressors will potentially harm
the economic vitality and communities of our
region. In response, NVRC has started the
development of a long-term climate resiliency
roadmap that will help localities improve their
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Solar Array on Discovery Elementary School, Arlington,
Virginia

Solar Roofs in Bottrop, Germany

abilities to assess and characterize risks to critical
infrastructure and respond appropriately.

“Solsmart has been very helpful for Arlington in
The Netherlands and Germany are world-class
pioneers in local and regional-level climate
adaptation planning. German and Dutch cities are
respected for re-purposing urban public spaces
that balance commercial uses and mitigate effects
of flooding from severe storm events. Renaturalization of culverted watersheds in German
cities is ensconced in national environmental
protection policy.
The creation of partnerships between our region’s
climate research institutes and universities and
their counterparts in the Netherlands and Germany
is squarely part of NVRC’s resiliency toolkit. The
focus on securing data, analysis and advice from
resiliency experts abroad through applied research
has also extended to partnerships with the greater
Washington DC region’s embassies. NVRC has led
multiple resiliency workshops and exchanges with
the German, Danish, French and Dutch embassies.
For nearly a decade, NVRC has hosted multiple
resiliency foreign experts from the scientific,
governmental, design and commercial sectors
policy experts. These experts have served as
consultants and advisors to NVRC’s resiliency
efforts and aided in risk assessment measures,
design considerations, mapping and feasibility
analysis.

our pursuit of reduced energy use and lowcarbon footprint, consistent with the goals of our
Community Energy Plan. The insights and
improvements we gained from the Solsmart
program will make it easier for our resident to go
solar and for installers to do business in Arlington
County.” Kate Cristol, Chair, Arlington County
Board

CLIMATE MITIGATION AND
ENERGY PLANNING
In the United States, unpredictable federal
governmental policies concerning energy and
climate change have placed the burden of creating
sustainable climate mitigation programs onto the
shoulders of state, regional and local governments.
The fast-pace of urbanization in Northern Virginia
and challenge of limiting greenhouse gas emissions
– especially from electricity consumption - has
added to the urgency to act. Drawing from the
success of the CEPS’s of cities such as Stuttgart,
Berlin, Mannheim, Copenhagen, Helsinki and
Guelph, Canada, NVRC has taken lessons about:
•

District Energy. NVRC led the
development of a process of legal reviews

www.novaregion.org
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E-Bikes in the Stuttgart Region

Regional Bike Planning in Northern Virgiia

that assessed ways for district energy
systems in Europe to be applied under
existing Virginia law.
•

•

Solarize NOVA. Moved by the inspiring
performance of cities such as Bottrop and
Markgroningen Germany, NVRC created
the Solarize NOVA program, designed to
incentivize residential and commercial
applications of solar through bulk
purchasing and free solar site assessments.
The “Solarize Map”, a product of
cooperation between George Mason
University and NVRC, allows homeowners
and businesses to assess potential
generation and assess costs by installing
solar.
Workforce Training and Sustainable
Energy Management. Together with the
Northern Virginia Community College
(NVCC), German-based businesses such as
VW, Rehau, Siemens and EnBW, and
partners such as the American Council on
Germany, NVRC has explore ways that
elements of German vocational training
might find suitable applications to this
region’s sustainable energy management –
and other areas.

MOBILITY AND LAND USE
PLANNING
According to multiple transportation studies,
commuters of Northern Virginia lose the most time
to traffic compared to their counterparts in other
regions of the United States. Emissions from
mobile sources has also contributed to the greater
Washington DC region’s regular non-attainment
status of federal air quality standards for
particulate matter and ozone. Many European
metropolitan areas have innovative policies
supporting affordable and cost-effective public
transit systems, bike lanes, car-sharing, light rail
and zoning practices for pedestrian-focused central
business districts.
NVRC-led exchanges and partnerships with regions
such as Stuttgart, Berlin, and Freiburg have led to
Northern Virginia adopting:
·

Pedestrian and bike-safety designs. NVRC
led design charettes to calm traffic along
Hunter Mill Road, in Fairfax County.
Fairfax County’s changed design criteria for
historic signage, traffic calming (including
the deployment of roundabouts), separate
trails for walkers/joggers, cyclists, and
horses, and innovative treatments for
crosswalks at road and trail intersections
based on similar work in Germany.
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·

National-Level Cooperation. NVRC helped
draft a Declaration of Cooperation
between the Virginia Department of
Transportation and the German Federal
Ministry of Transportation, Building and

Urban Development. The agreement calls
for further research and development in
the areas of high-speed rail, congestion
pricing, and transit-oriented development.

The NOVA Solar Map
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CONTINUING THE DIALOGUE

Energy Efficient Wastewater Treatment System in
Innsbrueck, Austria

NVRC will work to strengthen and expand the work
to find urban sustainability lessons from overseas
to strengthen Northern Virginia’s economy,
environment and communities.
Mapping Global Economic Interconnectedness.
According to Virginia Economic Development
Partners, international trade and investment
account for approximately 6% of all jobs in
Northern Virginia. Between 2009 and 2013,
Germany invested more than $1.2 billion in Virginia
and France invested $400 million in Virginia over
the same time period. However, there is little
appreciation for this critical element of the global
economy and its effect on Northern Virginia,
especially at the local level. Starting with Arlington
County, in 2018, NVRC aspires to geocode job
creation and tax revenue generation between the
ten largest EU-member countries to raise greater
awareness among the public and policy makers of
the importance of European investment in Virginia.
Climate Change Adaptation Strategies. Northern
Virginia, will work to expand its cooperation with
the Netherlands and Germany on climate
adaptation and resiliency. The first steps in 2018

Alexandria, Renew Wastewater Treatment Plan, Alexandria,
Virginia

will include forming a consortium of regional
climate research institutes and universities from
the Chesapeake, North Sea and the Baltic Sea to
inform development of sustainable climate
adaptation strategies in Virginia. This collaboration
offers localities in Northern Virginia practical
lessons concerning on-site stormwater
management, risk assessment, data acquisition and
mapping, zoning and emergency response.
Applied Science and Technology Research
Cooperation. Germany’s and Virginia’s institutions
of higher learning are world-class, especially in the
applied research sectors of urban infrastructure
and energy. NVRC will work together to frame
place-based and project-specific applied research
programs concerning sustainable urban
infrastructure technology and policy development
between Northern Virginia and pioneering regions
in Germany – such as the University of Stuttgart
and George Mason University.
Urban Water Infrastructure. Northern Virginia’s
water infrastructure systems are often costly to
maintain and repair. In the context of stormwater
management, the region has underutilized its
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Officials from Northern Virginia and Germany Taking Part in
Transatlantic Urban Climate Dialogue

open-space and natural assets. Cities such as
Freiburg, Berlin and Bottrop offer low-cost, highperforming water treatment and ecological
conveyance systems – also known as “green
infrastructure.” This project will endeavor to apply
on-site stormwater management techniques from
Stuttgart, full-cost water pricing from Berlin and
green infrastructure planning from German cities
and regions to Northern Virginia.
Workforce Training. There are concerns in
Northern Virginia about finding and hiring reliably

Officials from the Verband Region Stuttgart and the Northern
Virginia Regional Commission

trained, certified and credentialed workers,
especially in the economic cornerstone of Northern
Virginia – the IT and high-tech sectors. Across the
Atlantic, Germany’s “Dual System” of vocational
training and paid apprenticeships has enabled the
successful training and development of the world’s
fourth largest economic workforce. NVRC will
work with the German Embassy of Washington DC
to identify and assess transfers and potential
applications of vocational training innovations from
Germany’s high tech and IT sectors to Northern
Virginia.
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